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Message from the Chairman
As I conclude my tenure as the Chairman of IESA, it gives me great pleasure to share with all of you our valuable members, the remarkable progress we have made in the last year, 2017-18. The role IESA
has played in fostering the ESDM ecosystem in India is huge and through our collaborations with other
organizations in promoting the same agenda, we have managed to push the envelope farther than ever
before.
Our flagship event, Vision Summit in its 13th edition now is growing in leaps and bounds every year.
The ever-increasing number of delegates and exhibitors stand testimony to this fact plus the impressive
array of speakers attests to the significant role a conference like this plays in the ESDM sector. IoTNext,
which we host along with TiE Bangalore is turning out to be a ‘must attend’ event by IoT practitioners
and enthusiasts, and we have succeeded in bringing in the top experts from relevant fields to network
and share their knowledge. Through Deftronics, we have managed to shed light on the importance of
IPR in strategic electronics as well as building global partnerships.
This year, we also executed two highly specialized events in Delhi. Flextronics’17 focused on flexible
electronics and Techtronics’17 focused on the twin tracks of Display electronics and Innovation – both
with a carefully curated content, global speakers and strong participation from Indian ecosystem
stakeholders!
IESA has enabled in pushing to the forefront the Indian Semiconductor Fabless Startup Ecosystem,
which should go a long way in transforming India into a chip manufacturing hub when fully functional.
India is a highly attractive destination for global R&D centers owing to the availability of talent as well
as lower cost (compared with US and Western Europe). The Technical Roadshow with Mouser Electronics
turned out to be a very well attended event in all the five cities and we look forward to being a part of
many more.
Our chapters in major technology hubs in the country- Chennai, Pune and Hyderabad, are up and
running and we are also consolidating our Taiwan and European outreach to bring prospective investors
to India.
The government outreach started this year with a door-knock session at MEITY with an industry
delegation – and continued with an exploration of the innovation initiatives, our fabless initiative with
Karnataka Government, our interventions in the National Policy of Electronics 2.0 and ease-of-business
initiatives for the industry with MOEF and Ministry of Commerce!
I would be remiss in my duty if I failed to note the ground-breaking work put in by our Core Initiative
Groups (CIGs) in bringing together all the stakeholders, providing mentorship and enabling partnerships
as well as liaising with centre and state governments.
As a result of focused effort by the secretariat, and the support of the EC leadership, I am proud to
share that the IESA membership grew in this year by ~33% to 289 members!
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Needless to say, our success as a driving force in the ESDM sector is tied closely to the success of our
partners and you, our dear members, play a critical role in showing us the way forward. I wish to
convey my sincere gratitude and appreciation for the amazing support and encouragement I have
received from each and every one of you during my stint as Chairman. Do read on for a brief summary
of the year gone by.
All the best for the future!
With best wishes,
Ashwini
(Ashwini K Aggarwal)

/xlAshwini

/xlashwini

/ashwini.aggarwal

http://india-inspires.com

IESA Executive Council 2017-18
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Overview – IESA & ESDM industry
Established in 2004 - The voice of the
electronics, semiconductor and embedded
systems industry in India, with over 200+
members including Indian and international
companies
Fabless
Semiconductors

Design Houses
•Embedded Design
•VLSI Design
•Board Design

•MNC Fabless
•SME Fabless
•IP Providers

•Build Brand India through
International Alliances
• Bilateral business growth and
sharing best practices

Manufacturers
•Test/Assembly
•Capital Equipment

Suppliers/Support
•EDA
•Government
•Training, consulting
•Services
•University

Overview of IESA

Total Market Demand by Verticals (%) – Source IESA-EY Report
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- Haryana - Karnataka - Kerala
- Punjab

- Madhya Pradesh - Maharashtra - Odisha

- Telangana - Uttar Pradesh

- West Bengal

Engagement with State Governments
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Preparation of Strategic Roadmap
Brownfield & Greenfield EMCs
Skill Delopment
Incubation Centres
Investment Promotion
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Events
Vision Summit
The thirteenth edition of Vision Summit was hosted at Leela Palace, Bengaluru, once again amid an
august gathering of about 1000 delegates. The summit spread over two days - 27th & 28th February
2018, saw speakers that included industry visionaries, academic veterans, government leaders and
representatives from Indian States as well as International frontiers. Keeping the theme of the summit
at heart, Resurgent India: Electronics, Entrepreneurship and Economy, Chief Guest Shri Priyank M
Kharge, Honourable Minister for IT, BT, and S&T, Govt of Karnataka delivered a speech that captured
everyone’s attention. According to him, Bangalore is a welcoming city and it understands what is good
for its people. He emphasized the need for an ecosystem for the ESDM growth in India and stated
Bangalore is by far one of the best ecosystems for Innovation and ESDM market. The theme,
“Resurgent India – Electronics, Entrepreneurship and Economy” proved very relevant with active
and enthusiastic participation from the speakers and participants alike. The IESA Technovation Awards
was a glittering event that recognized the most deserving players in the ESDM sector. Sh. Nara Lokesh,
Hon’ble Minister of IT, Rural Development, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh along with few prominent guests of
honor including Sh. Ram Mohan Mishra, IAS, Additional Secretary & Development Commissioner, MSME
and Rajeev Khushu, Director - Corporate Affairs, Texas Instruments were appreciative of IESA’s efforts
to bring the best brains in the game to the fore. We are at an interesting phase for the Indian ESDM
industry with a lot of improvements in pipeline which we hope will be executed by 2020 coupled with
bold decisions by the central government and policies to drive the ESDM domain forward, the net result
of which will not be just emergence of the market but emergence of an industry in India.

Inauguration

Sh. Priyank M Kharge, Hon’ble Minister for IT, BT
and S&T, Govt. of Karnataka

Sh. Nara Lokesh, Hon’ble
Minister of IT, Rural Devpt, Govt. of AP

Sh. Ram Mohan Mishra, IAS, Additional Secy, &
Development Commissioner, MSME
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The winners of the Technovation Awards 2017 were:
Techno Graduate Innovators
a. Akanksha Yogesh Maskeri, Acharya Institute of Technology
b. Aliraza S Merchant & Team, OM Engineering College, Junagadh

Techno Inventor Award
Dr. Kunal Banerjee, Phd., Dept of CSE, IIT, Kharagpur

Techno Mentor Award
Dr. Anil Kottantharayil, Professor Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay

Most Promising Start-up Company
a. Transpacks Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
b. Minion Labs India Private Limited.

Most Innovative Product
a. Steradian Semiconductor Private Limited
b. Mahindra & Mahindra Limited
c. Geo Semiconductor India Private Ltd.
d. Terminus Circuit Private Limited

Best Electronics Manufacturing Services Company
a. Infopower Technologies Limited
b. Vinyas Innovative Technologies Private Limited

TechnoVisionary - Life Time Achievement Award
Dr. Ashok Shettar Vice Chancellor, KLE Technological University

IESA Technovation Sarabhai Award Winner
P Rajamanickam Founder,CEO,MD,Tessolve semiconductor Pvt. Ltd.

IESA Technovation Sarabhai Award (Posthumous)
(Late) Sri. Dr. Shivaling S Mahant Shetti

IESA Technovation Sarabhai Award

IESA Technovation Sarabhai Award
(Posthumous)
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The Makeathon Awards, an initiative by IESA to
encourage the maker community in the country,
saw 29 teams from across India taking part. The
teams came up with some amazing and
innovative end-products within a span of 36
hours to win the prestigious prize. The winners
were TECH-INS whose idea was LOTO that aims
at minimizing the chances of workers being
electrocuted at industries. The first runner-up
was HACKNOK whose idea was an Accident
Recovery System with automatic communication
portal, and the second runner-up was NMIT
SPARTS whose idea was a personal monitoring
device for pregnant women in remote areas.

The Winner: Tech-Ins

IoTNext
IESA & TiE Bangalore hosted the third edition of IoTNext (http://www/iotnext.org) on 8th & 9th of
November, 2017 at Hotel Park Plaza, Bangalore. The theme “Beyond the Hype: Pilots to Scale”
focused on the opportunities and challenges from a practitioner’s viewpoint, learning from the pilots and
challenges in terms of full scale deployment. The conference drove deep into two market verticals and
two horizontal technologies this year and explored breakthroughs and leapfrogging that India could do
moving forward. IoTNext was a resounding success with over 900+ attendees, 60+ Speakers, 40+
startups and exhibitors. We managed to introduce “fresh thinking” on IoT security and our star event
was the IoTNext startup awards night. We released the 2nd edition of the IoT Startup Directory that
showcased a 100% growth from last year and now has close to 1000 Indian IoT start-ups listed
(http://www.iotforindia.org).
Dr. Gulshan Rai (India's first chief security Officer) delivered the keynote on cyber security and individual
privacy and the role of the government, industry and other stakeholders which provided “fresh thinking”
on IoT security. The sessions on “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning on IoT Data”, “IoT
Security”, “India's E-Mobility Vision 2030” and the panel on “Logistics, transportation and Industrial IoT”
all had illustrious speakers sharing their insights with a very engaged audience.
An illuminating fireside chat with Honorable Minister, Shri Priyank M Kharge, IT, BT and Tourism, Govt.
of Karnataka discussed the need for competing on emerging technologies post our success as a services
industry, the government of Karnataka's Elevate program to fund startups, setting up of several CoEs
and the government's willingness to be a customer and participate in pilots and create the best
ecosystem for startups.
Below are the IoTNext 2017 award winners:
•
•
•
•

Wispero Networks India: Wireless IoT Security in the Safe Nation category
Bharati Robotics Systems: Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Internet of Things
Orxa Energies: Driving the New Age Mobility
Sun Mobility and Reconnect Energy: Industrial IoT category

For the first time, we organized a hacker-fest – where the hackers had to hack into IoT products and
uncover vulnerabilities plus four workshops by TATA Communications, SAP, Intel and Julia Computing.
The summit also showcased a session by the Electropreneur Park – Incubation Center in New Delhi.
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Inauguration

Release of IoT Start-Up Directory

Sh. Priyank M Kharge, Hon’ble Minister for IT, BT
and S&T, govt. of Karnataka with Naganand
Doraswamy, Ex-President Tie Bangalore

IoTNext 2017 Award Winners

DEFTRONICS
The fourth edition of DEFTRONICS was held in Hyderabad on August 31 & September 1, 2017, and was
a very well attended event with over 700 participants. The theme “Accelerating Self-Reliance in
Aerospace, Defence and Internal Security” had sessions which covered topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities in Defense (DPP, Offset business)
Defense Manufacturing
Internal Security and Cyber Security
Startups & SMEs
Skilling and Capacity Building in Defense
Major Programs of Defense
New Technologies in Defense
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Sh. KT Rama Rao- Hon’ble Minister for IT,
Municipal Administration and Urban Development,
Govt. of Telangana

Felicitation of Padma Shree BVR Mohan ReddyFounder Executive Chairman, Cyient

IoT Day
IoT Day was celebrated on April 8th 2017 at the DERBI Foundation, Dayananda Sagar University with
workshops on IoT pitch sessions on Industrial IoT/Power Systems and Analytics, IoT Platform use cases
in Renewable Energy/Intelligent Transport/SmartCity, talks by experts on Incorporation of Startups,
Founder Agreements, Structuring of Enterprise IoT sales, etc. This was a partnership event between
IESA & TiE Bangalore.

Industry experts on IoT Day
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IESA Annual Member Meet
We held our annual member meet on April 18, 2017, at Vivanta by Taj, Bengaluru, and it was an event
which brought forth sharing of ideas and discussions on future paths.

IESA & NI Technical Seminar
IESA in collaboration with National Instruments (NI) organized a Technical seminar on 25th May 2017
at the Leela Palace Bangalore. The aim was to take a deep dive into how a single platform can scale up
from ease of bench-top measurements all the way up high throughout production scale test systems.
Semiconductor test engineers need scalable solutions that address cost, design, and device challenges.
NI had made it possible for engineers and scientists to solve the world’s greatest engineering challenges
with powerful platform-based systems that accelerate productivity and drive rapid innovation.
Customers from a wide variety of industries, from healthcare to automotive and consumer electronics
to particle physics use NI’s integrated hardware and software platform to improve the world we live in.
NI is the global leader in Test, Measurement and Control Solutions.
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Technical Roadshow powered by Mouser Electronics –
Multicity
IESA was proud to be the part of a multicity Technical Roadshow orchestrated by Mouser Electronics on
IoT spanning across verticals such as Automotive, Start-ups, Telecommunication & Wireless, Healthcare
and many more. This technical roadshow was held in five cities, namely Bangalore on 7 th July 2017,
the theme being “Industry 4.0 & Smart Cities”, Delhi on 21st July, 2017 themed “IoT Security &
Smart Cities”, Pune on 8th Sept 2017 titled “Connected Cars/Smart Vehicles & Smart Cities: The
IoT future”, Chennai on 15th Sept 2017 with the theme “Industry 4.0” and Hyderabad on 22nd Sept
2017 on “Communications in IoT”. The aim of this roadshow was to propose solutions for the future
of IoT in the region using latest modules, technologies and development boards. It also included success
stories using 4G and GPS, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Smart communications.

Inauguration - Bangalore on 7th July 2017

Bangalore on 7th July 2017

Delhi(NCR) on 21st July, 2017

Pune on 8th September, 2017

Chennai on 15th September, 2017

Hyderabad on 22nd September, 2017
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Techtronics
The theme of Techtronics event was “Jumpstarting Electronics: Technologies, Opportunities and
Innovation” which was held on 8th of December 2017 in Delhi. This event brought together the global
leaders in electronics with the startups in a resurgent India. We saw the passion of a chai-wallah from
the pavements of Delhi who wrote 18 books while selling tea, earning his post-graduation from Delhi
University at the age of 60 and also the passion of young startups creating opportunities – building a
nation by building an industry. A master class was also held with hands-on exposure to RT SPV and
more. A dedicated Display and Technology track explored the global trends in the display manufacturing
industry and the opportunities for India.

Ashwini K Aggarwal, Chairman, IESA

Speakers at the session

National Super Computing Conclave
IESA in association with the National Supercomputing Mission (NSM) held a National Supercomputing
Conclave on 13th December 2017 at the ITC Windsor, Bengaluru. The goal was to organize a
brainstorming session bringing together different stakeholders including processor vendors, system
integrators, manufacturers, application developers, the academic and research community, key user
groups on a common platform and enable them to discuss and evolve different application areas, identify
opportunities for the Indian industry to participate and help evolve the NSM ecosystem to the next level.
The key speakers of the conclave emphasized the importance of the conclave which coincides with the
vision of the country across the verticals namely supercomputing facilities and infrastructure, R&D,
application development and HRD. On the sidelines of the event, Ashwini Aggarwal, Chairman IESA and
Dr. Sandeep Garg, Interim President, IESA also concurred to share the vision of NSM and emphasized
the support by the entire ESDM industry towards meeting the vision goal.

Inauguration of the conclave

Dignitaries during the Inaugural keynote
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Visionary Talk by Western Digital
Western Digital along with IESA organized a visionary talk by Steve Milligan, CEO, Western Digital and
Martin R. Fink, EVP and Technology Officer, Western Digital on February 21, 2018. The event saw
enthusiastic participation from all the attendees. We would like to thank Ganesh Guruswamy, Sr. Vice
President for sharing his thoughts on the technology and Vivek Tyagi, Director, Sales and Business
Development, India, for his support in organizing the event.

Western Digital team with IESA EC

Audience at the Visionary Talk

Partner Events
The third Smart Cities Expo, India
The third “Smart Cities Expo” was held from 10 th May to 12th May 2017 at the Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi and focused on smarter solutions for a better tomorrow.

NSNST
The Centre for Nano Science and Engineering, IISC, Bangalore, played host to NSNST 2017, an IESA
partner event, it was held from July 2nd to July 4th. The sessions included tutorials on photo-voltaics,
biosensors, photonics and MEMS.

Flextronics
The Flextronics was held on 21st July 2017 in IHC, New Delhi the live version of which was showcased
at Bangalore. The event was sponsored by Applied Materials and NCFlexE, IIT Kanpur to explore
opportunities for large area flexible electronics for the Indian Industry. Global speakers at the event
included Ajit Manocha, President and CEO, SEMI and Raghu Das, CEO, IDTECHex, UK The topics
discussed were Smart Packaging, Healthcare and Printed Electronics.

Innopat (IP)
The second edition of Innopat (IP) held on July 14th, 2017 at Novotel, Bangalore saw 140 participants
and led to the identification of 10 patentable ideas from 10 individuals through the Most Innovative Idea
Contest. The winners were selected by a panel of nine investors and corporate incubators. The top 5
winners presented their idea in front of investors and corporate incubators during the event with the
top two winning cash prizes worth INR 20,000. Among the top five, four were hardware startups and
one was a software startup. Entrepreneurs shared their real life experiences on how patents helped
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them in growing their businesses in India. Investors and corporate incubators shared their views on how
patents help investments and growth of a startup. This event was done in partnership with IPExcel.

Embedded Safety & Security Summit
This summit was held at Hotel Park Plaza, Bangalore on August 22nd 2017. In its fourth edition, this
successful initiative is driven by LDRA with support from our partners, clients, industry & professional
bodies and government agencies. The Embedded Safety & Security Summit (ESSS) focused on the
safety and security aspects of the critical embedded system and was an exclusive arena for the whole
embedded community to learn, interact and nurture.

SD Technology
IESA partnered with SD Association to organize an event, themed “Secure Memory IP and Solutions for
Mobile, Automotive and IoT Applications”. It was held at Park Plaza, Bangalore on October 31 st 2017.
This global workshop was designed to educate leading technology companies in India about SD
technology, trends and use in fast growth mobile, automotive and IOT applications. The participants
were unanimous in their appreciation for the input they received and were confident on being able to
offer differentiating SD technology-based products in the global marketplace.

High-Tech Logistics Conference
JW Marriott, Bangalore, played host to the “High-tech Logistics Conference” on November 16th, 2017,
an IESA partner event. The aim of this summit was to bring together every stakeholder along the hightech supply chain. The exclusive day-long event themed “The Digital Blueprint To Your High-Tech Supply
Chain” featured presentations and panel discussions with domain experts from the high-tech
manufacturing space including those from the semiconductor industry, electronics manufacturers,
mobile manufacturers, logistics providers, industry policy makers and regulators on the latest challenges
and opportunities facing the high-tech supply chain.
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Core Initiative Group
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aerospace & Defence
Automotive
Broadcast/STB
FABLESS
IoT
NETRA

Aerospace & Defence
Strategic electronics is one of the key focus themes for IESA. Aerospace & Defence CIG’s mission is to
bring together value chain players, evolve common roadmap, represent policy needs to government,
catalyze partnerships (academia/industry/startups), provide a platform to focus attention. The CIG also
focuses on the development of cyber and internal security.

Automotive
IESA also formed its Automotive CIG which consists of leading participation from multiple organizations
who are leaders in the Automotive industry. The objective of this CIG is to Drive Government Regulations
/ Norms, Technology Enablement; Drive Annual Automotive Event; able Automotive Electronic
Manufacturing Cluster; Enabling incubation Centre’s around IOT of Cars; Driving Skill Development &
Participation of Engineers around Automotive domain and creating Annual Automotive Specific Report
Creation on Automotive Ecosystem in the country.

Broadcast/STB
The Indian Broadcasting core group is a non-profit Indian collaboration centre for innovation in digital
media technology under aegis of IESA. The charter of the India Broadcasting CIG is to respond to calls
from the industry, to help define and develop appropriate standards for Industry. It will also act as a
bridge between Industry and Policy making and Standard mandating and regulating organizations. It
plans to facilitate knowledge transfer and skill development among members thereby enabling skill
development needed for the growth of the industry.

FABLESS
IESA FABLESS CIG’s focus is to become a key driving force to push for a strong eco-system for fabless
semi-con startups (IP and Design) in India and make fabless IP and Design as the key pillar of Digital
India. This CIG is working hard to Facilitate Business opportunity creation for ESDM startups, eliminating
entry barriers through Funding support; Incubation Center and Government sponsored Multi Project
Wafers (MPWs) and with the formulation of policy influencing for ESDM startup to thrive and prosper.
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IoT
IESA and TiE Bangalore has entered into a Memorandum of Understating with the vision to create 1st
generation semiconductor and Internet of Things (IoT) startups in India. The objective is to create and
foster an ecosystem to promote start-ups that develop fabless and semiconductor and electronic
products especially around connected devices or IoT. IESA along with TiE Bangalore has been conducting
IoTNext event since 2015.

NETRA/ VLSI
NETRA is a think tank formed by IESA and the Electronics Sector Skill Council of India (ESSCI) to enable
VLSI/ESDM incubation in college campuses. The objective of this initiative is to create an ecosystem for
start-ups in the VLSI/ESDM domain. NETRA acts as a catalyst in connecting academia with industry to
bridge the gaps between academic innovations and market requirements.
Workshops were held in August at Ministry of Electronics and IT in Delhi for leading academic institutions
on the KLE-TECH/ Netra model. 6 shortlisted institutes were taken thru a briefing / roadmap planning
session on a comprehensive engagement in October. Cross-functional Faculty from the selected
institutes were taken thru an industry session at IOT Next November 2017 and then a 4 day hands-on
training session in December.
NETRA Vision: Transform engineering campuses into ESDM Product Innovation Centers (EPIC)
through industry-academia partnerships.
NETRA Mission: Make engineering campuses smart by accelerating
• Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
• Best in Class Talent
• Industry Relevant Research
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Initiatives
Automotive CIG meet
IESA Auto CIG Tech Talk was organized by Ashok Chandak, the past chairman of IESA, Niranjal A. Pol
(Member, Board of directors and Exec Council IESA Auto CIG Co-chair) and Sanjay Gupta, IESA Auto
CIG Co-Chair on January 22nd 2018 at Pune which was supported by PuneTech. Dr. Rajiv Mathur, Head
of Smart Transportation Programs at ProspectSV, San Jose, CA gave a speech on Adoption of EV in USA
and Opportunities in India. Amit Jain, CEO and Executive Director, Advanced Electronics, Technology
and development, UNO Minda, NK Minda Group spoke on Next Generation Technologies in Automotive
Electronics and Devendra Bahirat, Head, John Deere Electronic Solutions, India and China spoke on
Electronics Technology in Off-Highway vehicles.

IESA launches the Indian Semiconductor Fabless Startup
Ecosystem
A robust ecosystem fosters innovation and
leads to IP development. IESA believes that
such an ecosystem is of critical importance to
the Indian semiconductor industry. Start-ups
are the breeding grounds where market
disruption takes place and brilliant ideas get
productized.
The Karnataka ESDM policy
which came out last November spoke of
creating Centres of Excellence in various
sectors.
We started engaging with the
government of Karnataka on the ESDM Policy
and on 16th February, SFAL was announced
by the Chief Minister during his budget
speech. Semiconductor Fabless Acceleration Lab (SFAL) is an initiative by Fabless Core Initiative Group
of IESA. There have been certain VLSI incubators in India before but the scale at which SFAL will
operate is going to be unprecedented. The total budget for the next 5 years is slated to be INR 56
Crores, and it is the largest initiative ever undertaken by any state government in India. Our aim is to
create a fabless hub bringing technology and the business ecosystem under one roof rather than being
just a fabless incubator. SFAL will also be focusing on SMEs, and we want to encourage Indian
entrepreneurs to start their own fabless IP or SoC design houses in addition to welcoming global R&D
centres. The prominent ideas in this report included silicon design leadership importance of fabless
ecosystem which would reduce 25% of ESDM imports, set up a $100B opportunity and push the entire
ESDM ecosystem forward.

IoT Training and Certification
The second session of IoT Training & Certification was held on April 24, 2017, at the IESA’s office in
Bengaluru. This session focused on current courseware, duration, entry and exit criteria, themes and
audience covered.
It surveyed capstone projects, internships and potential challenges from
organizations (private, PSU, state, central government, international) and discussed processes and
methods to test students and audit course providers.
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Hyderabad Chapter Monthly Meeting
The Hyderabad Chapter has been very active with good participation from the Aerospace & Defence
Core Initiative Group (CiG). A meeting is hosted every month by one of the member companies of IESA.
The 4th edition of DEFTRONICS was successfully held on Aug 31 & 1 Sept 2017 with great support from
the A&D CiG. The current agenda of this chapter is to execute the 5th edition of DEFTRONICS slated for
Sept 18 & 19, 2018 at Hyderabad. The CiG also focuses on connect with the government.

Industry Visit to Velankani
This industry visit to Velankani was organized on November 10th, 2017 to understand the manufacturing
set-up there. Velankani has also offered to take students from member academic partners for internship
projects and placements.

IESA Innovation Initiative - I3
The I3 program is a highly successful model by NETRA at the KLE Tech University, Hubli, where ideation
energy created by the hands-on teaching program touches 400 students per semester and has resulted
in incubating 38 start-ups in first 4 years with 9 start-ups in the acceleration stage. Of these, two startups have crossed a valuation of INR 100 Crores and employ over 1000 people. The learning presented
to the Ministry of Electronics and IT in August 2017 has resulted in the program getting wider visibility
and is now being rolled out with due process in six select universities in the North. These shortlisted
universities include Amity University, AKG Engineering College, Bennett University, BML Munjal
University, Chitkara University and Manav Rachna Engineering University. With this, the initiative will
touch over 1500 students in the North. By the end of 2018, NETRA plans to expand the I 3 program to
20 universities with approximately 4000 students.
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IESA Secretariat 2017
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

M N Vidyashankar, President
Rajiv Jain, VP. Governments Affairs
Venkatesh Kumaran, VP-Strategy & Operations
Gaurav K Punjabi, VP-Operations
Rajiv Wadhwa, Director – Govt. Affairs
Apu Datta, Deputy GM – Membership Services & Sales
Suriya Kala, Deputy GM – Events & Alliances
Debanjan Sinha, Assitant Manager – Market Research
Suman Pillai, Assitant Manager – Events Operations
R Chandrakala, Assitant Manager – Administration
Swayam Prakash, Accountant
Roopa P, Support Executive
Bhavani Yadav, Support Executive
Swapna R, Support Executive
Hepsita Royce, Support Executive
Abhishek R, Accounts Executive

There has been some changes in resources at the Secretariat last year. Please contact the
secretariat for any queries:
Membership/ CIG related queries: membership@iesaonline.org
Event & Alliances related queries: events@iesaonline.org
Research related queries: research@iesaonline.org
General queries: support@iesaonline.org
Ph number: +91 80 41473250/51 – Bangalore / +91 11 4050 9200 – Delhi

Website: www.iesaonline.org
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Media Coverage

(and many more)
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ESDM Map of India

Please write to membership@iesaonline.org to get access to the ESDM Map of India
Please write to events@iesaonline.org for any queries on organizing events as well as
delegations – inward and outward
Please write to govtaffairs@iesaonline.org for any queries related to Government relations
Please visit http://www.iesaonline.org/vision-summit-2018/ to get access to:
➢
➢

ESDM policies of States and their contact details
IESA Fabless start-up report – Executive Summary

Follow IESA on Social Media
Twitter: IESA_Online
Linkedin: India Electronics & Semiconductor Association – IESA (Company Page)
Facebook: @iesaorg
YouTube: IESA Events
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